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MEASURES FOR PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF VECTOR 

BORNE DISEASES 

 
Dear Parent,  

Dengue, Chikunguniya & Malaria are VECTOR BORNE DISEASE endemic in Delhi and transmitted 

by bite of mosquitoes. Vector mosquitoes breed mainly in artificial collection of clean water like, desert 

coolers, uncovered overhead tanks/ water storage containers, old tyres, flower pots, money plants, fengsui 

or any other article holding water. During rainy season, unattended/ waste article lying on roof top or in 

open area get filled with rain water and provide ideal places of breeding of Vector Mosquitoes. 

 

You are requested to take following measures on regular basis- 

1. Ensure that Overhead tanks and water tanks/containers are kept properly covered with lid and 

overflow pipe/air vent are covered with wire mesh. 

2. Water tank of cooler should be repainted and pads should be changed, 

3. All coolers should be scrubbed and cleaned once a week and mopped dry before refilling. 

4. In coolers that cannot be emptied, put one tablespoon of Granules/petrol. 

5. Collection of stagnant water should not be allowed inside or around office premises and if the 

same does takes place a little quantity of Kerosene-Oil/Petrol/Diesel may be put in such stagnant 

water collection. 

6. Unused/broken bottle, plastic cups, coconut shells, pots, tyres etc. that can hold water should not 

be left in the open. 

 

A precautionary measure for the prevention and control of Vector Borne Diseases like Dengue, Malaria, 

Chikungunya etc., students should wear Full-Sleeved School Uniform as mentioned in the School 

Diary on Page No. 11 & 12 with immediate effect.   

Class Prep to V :  Full-sleeve Stripped Moss Green Shirt and Pine Green Trouser 

Class VI to XII :  For Girls : Full-sleeves Stripped Moss Green Kameez (Knee Length) and  

       Pine Green Salwaar with Dupatta 

For Boys : Full-sleeve Stripped Moss Green Shirt and Pine Green Trouser.  

Parents are also advised to take other necessary steps to safe guard the family members from these diseases 

& prevent mosquito breeding. 

 

Stay Safe!! Stay Healthy Always!! 

Principal 


